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Why this talk?
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The 12 days of xmas
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Choices and taking 
responsibility
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Where did I learn it?
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All over J
* The responsibility process
* Real options
* Making active choices
* Life



RESPONSIBILITY
OBLIGATION

SHAME
JUSTIFY

LAY BLAME
DENIAL

QUIT



1. Options have value
2. Options expire
3. Never commit unless you know why

Preston Smith was one of the first to coin the phrase 
"Make the commitment at the last responsible 
moment.”
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Real options (Matts and Massen)



“Between stimulus and response there is a 
space. In that space is our power to choose 
our response. In our response lies our 
growth and our freedom.”

Steven Covey (not  Viktor E Frankl J )
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Making active choices
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*We have more choices than we think
*Not making a choice is also a choice
* Choices have consequences
* Taking responsibility gives freedom  and 

power
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My perspectives of choice
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“I wish it need not have happened in my 
time,” said Frodo. “So do I,” said Gandalf, 
“and so do all who live to see such times. 
But that is not for them to decide. All we

have to decide is what to do with the time
that is given us.”
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I love connecting

gitte.klitgaard@yahoo.dk

Feel free to contact me:

http://www.nativewired.com/blog/

mailto:hansen_gitte@yahoo.dk?subject=


* Olav Massen and Chris Matts “"Real Options" Underlie 
Agile Practices”
https://www.infoq.com/articles/real-options-enhance-
agility/

* Olav Massen and Christ Matts: 
https://commitment-thebook.com/

* Christopher Avery: ”The responsibility Process”
https://responsibility.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-T3IZ2ISxag&t=2s

* Blogpost that this talk is based on:
http://www.nativewired.com/the-choice-is-yours/
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Links etc
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https://www.infoq.com/articles/real-options-enhance-agility/
https://commitment-thebook.com/
https://responsibility.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-T3IZ2ISxag&t=2s
http://www.nativewired.com/the-choice-is-yours/


* Photo by Magda V on Unsplash
* Photo by Katherine McCormack on Unsplash
* Photo by Lucas Sankey on Unsplash
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